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PREFACE 
The work descr ibed in  this  volume, the seventh in a s e r i e s ,  was performed 
by the Tracking and Data Acquisition organization of the J e t  Propulsion 
Laboratory.  
re la ted to the P ioneer  VI1 extended mission. 
s e r i e s  present  the nominal miss ions  of P ioneers  VI, VII, VIII, and IX. This 
volume covers the support given to special  Pioneer experiments made possible 
by the Mars  64-m-diam antenna a t  Goldstone a s  well a s  so la r  syzygys, radial  
and sp i ra l  experiments,  and superior  conjunction and occultation experiments,  
which were  made  possible by the use  of two o r  m o r e  spacecraft .  Included in  
this  volume a r e  descriptions of the TDA requirements ,  a comprehensive 
account of tracking operations,  and a Tracking and Data System per formance  
evaluation summary.  
It covers  the technical activit ies of the Deep Space Network a s  
Volumes I through IV of the 
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ABSTRACT 
The Pioneer  VI1 miss ion  (outward t ra jectory,  heliocentric orb i t )  utilized 
s ix  scientific instruments  to accumulate information relative to  interplanetary 
high-energy par t ic les ,  so la r  phenomena, and plasma,  The spacecraf t  a l s o  
served  a s  a celest ia l  mechanics experiment reference point. The Tracking 
and Data System (comprising the Air F o r c e  Eas te rn  T e s t  Range, Deep Space 
Network, Manned Space Flight Network, and NASA Communications Network) 
t racked  the spacecraf t  f r o m  launch through near -ear th  and deep space phases.  
F o r  near -ear th  communications and tracking, a l l  Tracking and Data System 
faci l i t ies  responded to  mission,  launch vehicle, and range requirements.  F o r  
deep space communications and tracking, the Deep Space Network responded 
to  tracking, te lemet ry ,  command, monitoring, simulation, and operations 
control requirements  . 
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PART I. 
PROJECT BACKGROUND AND MISSION DESCRIPTION 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Pioneer VI1 was the second in a second 
generation of unmanned spacecraf t  launched by the 
Pioneer  Pro jec t  under NASA control  to collect  data 
on interplanetary phenomena. 
was analyzed to  obtain knowledge of so la r  dis turb-  
ances  and the relationship between so lar  and 
galactic fields. This analysis  was quite t ime con- 
suming, because the gathered data encompassed 
a variety of technical disciplines;  moreove r ,  the 
responsibility of preparing the analyses  res ted with 
individua.1 scientific experimenters  having ins t r u -  
ments  aboard the spacecraft .  
A. Objectives 
The data collected 
The p r i m a r y  objective of the Pioneer  VI1 
mission was to  accumulate scientific information 
f r o m  deep space. 
designed to provide a means to study the magnetic 
field, spat ia l  plasma,  cosmic rays ,  high-energy 
par t ic les ,  e lectron density, e lec t r ic  fields,  and 
cosmic dust within a region of 0.75 to 1.20 
astronomical  units (AU) f r o m  the sun. 
The Pioneer  Pro jec t  was 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) objectives were  
a s  follows: 
(1)  Acquire spacecraf t  engineering and 
science data via te lemetry.  
Provide for  posit ive control of spacecraft .  
Provide for  accura te  spacecraf t  naviga- 
tion by generating radio m e t r i c  data. 
Provide support  for  a number of complex 
missions concurrently.  
Provide m a s t e r  data records  of validated 
data in  near-real- t ime.  
( 2 )  
(3) 
(4)  
( 5 )  
B. Background 
The Pro jec t  was initiated in 1958 as p a r t  of the 
U. S. participation in the International Geophysical 
Year. Near - rea l - t ime data reduction and analysis  
was a p a r t  of a Pioneer  space weather repor t  
teletyped regular ly  to  U. S. Space Disturbance 
Forecas t  Centers .  
Pioneer  V, in closing out the f i r s t  Pioneer  
generation, remained active in space m o r e  than 3 
mo  and was not lost  to ear th  contact until it was 
27. 5 mill ion k m  f r o m  the ear th .  This was a new 
record.  
Pioneer  VI1 was launched by a thrust-augmented 
improved Delta (DSV-35) on August 17, 1966,on an 
outward t ra jec tory  to heliocentric orbit ,  perehelion 
near  1.01 0 AU, and aphelion n e a r  1.125 AU to 
obtain a syzygy a t  l e s s  than 850 ear th  radi i  to  
investigate the ear th ' s  geomagnetospheric tail .  
The syzygy was successfully performed during the 
period September 25 to October 1, 1966. Pioneer  
VI1 a lso conducted a lunar occulation experiment 
on January 2 0 ,  1967. A Fa raday  Rotation s o l a r  
occulation experiment was to be performed during 
the fal l  of 1971. 
Completing the near -ear th  phase on launch 
day, the spacecraf t  was successfully t racked by the 
26-m-diam antenna stations of the DSN until 
Feb rua ry  9, 1968. The Pioneer  VI1 spacecraf t  was 
then officially acquired by the DSNs 64-m-diam 
antenna station for  an "extended flight" phase.  
(DSN plans called for  construction of two additional 
64-m-diam antenna stations,  one in  Australia,  and 
one in Spain. ) 
Before launch, the life expectancy f o r  Pioneer  
VI1 spacecraf t  was est imated to be 6 to  8 mo. La ter ,  
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the est imate  was changed to 5 y r  o r  m o r e ,  with 
the capability of a completed 64-m-diam antenna 
at Mars  station (DSS 14) ,  Goldstone, California. 
Improvements a l so  inc reased  the capabili t ies of 
the 26-m-diam antenna stations. (Pioneer  VI1 
support  by the DSN was to be terminated if  the 
te lemetry bit e r r o r  r a t e  reached an  unacceptable 
level. ) 
2 
Table 1 l i s t s  the DSN stations and locations 
during the reporting period. For  all missions,  a 
spacecraf t ' s  pas s  1 began with one o r  the other  of the 
Australian-based stations (DSS 41, Woomera, and 
DSS 42,  Tidbinbilla). The station at Johannesburg, 
South Africa (DSS 51),  was the "zero p a s s "  station. 
A pass  r ep resen t s  the period the spacecraf t  was 
above the horizon of a deep space station. 
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11. TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION SUPPORT 
The TDS began support of Pioneer  VI1 during 
the nea r -ea r th  phase (launch until deep space 
station two-way lock with the spacecraf t )  by t r ack -  
ing the spacecraft .  
vehicle and spacecraf t  te lemetry data by generating 
m e t r i c  data through C-band r ada r  tracking of the 
transponder on the launch vehicle and S-band radio 
tracking of the t ransponder  on the spacecraft .  
It thereby acquired launch 
The TDS was made  up of the Air F o r c e  Eas t e rn  
Test  Range (AFETR),  Manned Space Flight Network 
(MSFN), NASA Communications System (NASCOM), 
and the DSN. This  report  is concerned with the 
activit ies of the DSN, which was under manage- 
ment  and technical direction of JPL .  Ames 
Resea rch  Center (ARC) was the manager  of the 
Pioneer Project .  
A. DSN Configurations 
The DSN had the capability fo r  two-way com- 
munication with spacecraf t  travell ing a s  nea r  a s  
16,000 k m  f rom ea r th  and as  f a r  as interplanetary 
distances.  Faci l i t ies  of the DSN were  the Deep 
Space Instrumentation Facil i ty (DSIF) for  data 
acquisition and t r ansmiss ion ,  the Ground Communi- 
cations Facil i ty (GCF) fo r  data t r ans fe r ,  and the 
Space Flight Gperations Facil i ty (SFOF) fo r  data 
processing. 
command, simulation, monitoring, and op.erations 
control. 
Project  systems.  
sys t em matr ix .  
DSN sys t ems  w e r e  tracking, t e l eme t ry ,  
Figure 1 diagrams the DSN and Pioneer 
Figure 2 i s  a DSN facility- 
The DSN was capable of providing 24-hr  
coverage for  spacecraft .  
important for  flexibility in planning missions and 
providing maximum data r e tu rn  and also f o r  
immediate detection of spacecraf t  fa i lure  and 
initiation of recovery procedures .  
This requirement was 
The amount of data processing o r  data com- 
pression activity a t  tracking stations depended 
greatly on the bandwidth, signal-to-noise quality, 
and reliability of the ground interstation communi- 
cations network. 
communications facil i t ies dictated that data 
processing and compression be available at 
tracking stations.  Ideally, in the in t e re s t s  of 
simplifying the deep space station design and 
reducing station costs ,  it was desirable  to t r ansmi t  
the baseband data direct ly  f rom the r ece ive r  to a 
cen t r a l  facility, where the data would be detected 
and /o r  formatted for  local use. This required a 
reliable,  continuously available,  wideband 
( < 2  MHz) duplex channel between the control 
center  and each station. 
that a cer ta in  amount of data processing and 
compression f o r  tracking data formatting, 
te lemetry bit and word detection, and command 
formatting be used a t  the stations. The ground 
communication sys t em could make use of a 
common c a r r i e r  to convey this ma te r i a l  f rom the 
stations,  but i t  was m o r e  economical, when 
standard communication circui ts  w e r e  required 
for  s eve ra l  networks,  t o  have a centralized agency; 
NASCOM provided this service.  Such centralized 
se rv ice  provided high-speed data lines (2400 bi ts /s) ,  
voice, l imited wideband l ines ,  and teletypewriter 
c i rcui ts  via ground o r  communications satel l i te  
facil i t ies.  
The cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of ground 
The situation required 
The SFOF control center  provided a cen t r a l  
processing sys t em and a r e a s  dedicated to  seve ra l  
spacecraf t  mission control operations. This con- 
t r o l  center  a l s o  provided the control function fo r  
operation of the space communication stations,  
ground communication facil i t ies,  and the control 
center  itself. 
B. Pioneer  Design Concepts 
The Pioneer  data system was developed to 
provide ( 1  ) a highly efficient te lemetry channel 
compatible with the DSN, (2)  a capability for  the 
DSN to generate  two-way coherent doppler meas- 
urements  while the spacecraf t  was t racked,  and 
( 3 )  an ear th- to-spacecraf t  command capability to  
control the spacecraf t  subsystems and science 
payload. 
1. Spacecraft  Radio Frequency Subsystem. The 
radio frequency subsystem included t h r e e  antennas 
(one high-gain and two omnidirectional) ,  a t r a n s -  
mi t t e r  d r ive r ,  two redundant traveling-wave -tube 
(TWT) power amplif iers ,  two redundant r ece ive r s ,  
coaxial switches,  f i l ters ,  and diplexers.  Switch 
position was controlled by ground command. The 
beam of each of the antennas was axially sym- 
me t r i ca l  with the spacecraf t  spin axis,  which was 
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. 
width of the omnidirectional,  o r  low-gain, antenna 
was 110 deg, and the beamwidth of the high-gain 
antenna was 5 deg. 
The beam- 
The power output of the spacecraf t  t r a n s m i t t e r  
exci ter  was 44 W and could be switched by ground 
command to the low-gain antenna o r  used a s  a 
d r ive r  for  the two TWT power amplif iers .  
amplifier had a power output of approximately 
7 . 7  W and could be turned on o r  off o r  switched to 
either the low- o r  the high-gain antenna by ground 
command. 
by a 2048-Hz squarewave s u b c a r r i e r  a s  pa r t  of a 
PCM/PSK/PM te l eme t ry  system. 
Each 
The auxiliary oscil lator was modulated 
The spacecraf t  had two partially redundant 
(redundancy limited by the antenna configurations) 
phase-lock receivers .  Each operated on a different 
frequency and was powered a t  all t imes ;  the 
desired r ece ive r  was thus selected by the frequency 
of the ground t r ansmi t t e r .  
2. Spacecraft  Command Subsystem. The com- 
mand subsystem consisted of two redundant 
decoders and a command distribution unit (CDU). 
The input signal t o  both decoders  was the demod- 
ulated signal f r o m  ei ther  of the spacecraf t  
receivers .  The desired decoder was selected by 
command addres s .  
The command message  was  a 23-bit word 
arranged i n  the following o rde r :  
5 bits ,  preamble.  
3 bits ,  decoder addres s .  
7 bi ts ,  command complement. 
7 bits ,  command. 
1 bit, post-squelch. 
The command and command complement were  
compared within the decoder on a bit-by-bit basis ,  
and the command-execute signal f rom the decoder 
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was inhibited when e r r o r s  occurred.  The ones 
and ze ros  within the m e s s a g e  w e r e  represented by 
two audio tones. The command c a r r i e r  was phase- 
modulated by these tones at the r a t e  of 1 b i t l s .  
3. Spacecraft  Telemetry Subsystem. The genera-  
tion of timing and s ta tus  signals,  analog-to-digital 
conversion, data r e t r i eva l  and processing fo r  
te lemetry,  and data s torage on the spacecraf t  were  
accomplished by the digital te lemetry unit (DTU), 
the signal conditioner, and the data s torage unit 
(DSU). 
The output of the DTU was a 2048-Hz square-  
wave which was biphase-modulated with the t ime-  
multiplexed PCM bit t r a i n  using a non-return-to- 
ze ro -mark  format.  This squarewave phase- 
modulated the t ransmit ted c a r r i e r  in  all modes of 
operation. 
The DSU had a capacity of 15,232 bits.  
Readout f rom the memory  unit was destructive and, 
once initiated, could not be temporar i ly  interrupted 
by ground command without destroying the remain- 
ing data in the unit. Fu r the rmore ,  the unit had to 
be cleared of any data s tored the re ,  e i ther  by 
ground command o r  by readout of s to red  data,  
before a new storage cycle was begun. 
By ground command, one of four operating 
modes and one of five bit rates could be selected 
for  operation of the DTU. The operating modes 
were  (1 )  r ea l  t ime,  (2)  t e l eme t ry  s to re ,  (3)  duty 
cycle s to re ,  and (4)  m e m o r y  readout. The bit 
r a t e s ,  in  b i t s / s ,  w e r e  512, 256, 64, 16, and 8. 
In the duty-cycle s torage mode, the DSN did 
It was the 
not receive te lemetry f r o m  the spacecraf t ,  and the 
data were  s to red  on the spacecraft .  
least  desirable  type of data r e t r i eva l  method 
because the spacecraf t  memory  unit had l imited 
capacity and a l so  a portion of the subsequent 
tracking period of a station had to  be r e se rved  fo r  
playback. At the lowest bit ra te ,  the t i m e  fo r  
playback could amount to  32 min. 
mode was used during periods the DSN was unable 
to furnish tracking and data acquisition support. 
Less  than 0. 1 7 ~  of the total  data was received in 
that mode. 
The s torage 
Data quality fo r  Pioneer  VI1 was determined by 
the e r r o r - r a t e  printout on the engineering data. 
In addition, ARC kept plots of e r r o r - r a t e  printout 
values. An e r r o r - r a t e  printout of 0. 116 c o r r e -  
sponded to one e r r o r  in  1000 bits of information 
and was used as a c r i t e r ion  fo r  good data. (If the 
par i ty  e r r o r  ra te  was not l e s s  than this value, the 
bit r a t e  was dropped to  the next lower value. ) 
P r i m a r y  interest  was in  data fo r  the t ime  interval 
beginning 3 h p r io r  to the t ime  of maximum space-  
c ra f t  elevation and extending until 3 h af ter .  Some 
passes  terminated m o r e  than 3 h before the space-  
craf t  reached maximum elevation, and par i ty  e r r o r  
ra tes  were  calculated f r o m  such data as was 
available. 
Varying amounts of data were  lost  o r  degraded 
in  locking the receiver  in a two-way mode on each 
pass;  the amount var ied because of the round-trip 
light t ime  (RTLT),  which inc reased  a s  the space- 
c ra f t ' s  distance f rom the ea r th  increased.  
Spacecraft acquisition t ime  a l s o  contributed a 
sma l l  portion of lost  o r  bad (degraded)  m e t r i c  data. 
Receiver-lockwas essent ia l  fo r  good data recovery.  
In the real-time mode, the information was 
t ransmit ted direct ly  in  the format  and bit rate 
selected.  In the te lemetry-s tore  mode, data w e r e  
s to red  and t ransmit ted simultaneously in the 
selected fo rma t  and bit ra te .  
s t o r e  mode, data w e r e  s tored intermittently in  
groups of 224 bits each a t  a r a t e  of 512 b i t s l s .  
The period between groups s tored could be selected 
by ground command to  provide par t ia l  data cover-  
age fo r  per iods up to 19 h. 
mode provided the capability fo r  re t r ieving the 
data stored. When readout was completed, t he  
DTU reverted automatically to the real- t ime mode 
in  the  fo rma t  and at the bit r a t e  in use  p r i o r  to the 
readout. 
In the duty-cycle- 
The memory-readout  
The spacecraf t  data word was composed of 7 
The first 6 bits t ransmit ted w e r e  generally bits. 
information and the seventh bit indicated parity.  
Gdd par i ty  was employed by sampling the first, 
third,  and fifth bits. 
4. Mission-Dependent Ground Equipment. This 
equipment consisted of a demodulatorlsynchronizer, 
a command encoder,  and a computer buffer. A 
DSN computer was used at the station to: 
Provide selected te lemetry data fo r  te le-  
type t r ansmiss ion  to the SFOF. 
Monitor the engineering data for  out-of- 
limit occurrences.  
Provide computer typewriter printout of 
selected data. 
Display selected spacecraf t  p a r a m e t e r s  
as required.  
T ransmi t  command messages  on in s t ruc -  
t ions f r o m  the  SFOF. 
Check command messages  f o r  validity 
before t ransmission.  
Verify that  commands are being t r a n s -  
mitted correct ly .  
Maintain a command accountability list. 
The complete data s t r e a m  was recorded on 
magnetic tape fo r  subsequent data processing and 
analysis.  
C. Extended Flight Phase Support Requirements 
Almost f r o m  launch of the Pioneer  VI1 space-  
craf t ,  mi s s ion  requirements  for  TDS support  
increased.  Changes resulted,  in the ma in ,  f r o m  
the inc reased  life expectation of the spacecraf t ,  
and the added possibil i t ies f rom an  extension of 
reach by the DSN. 
D. Network Support Implementation 
Resea rch  and development stemming f r o m  
analyses  of the DSNs regular  support of Pioneer  
missions resul ted i n  significant enhancement of 
DSN capabilities. 
antenna stations was to be extended f r o m  0 .4  AU 
(1965) to  approximately 1. 5 AU (1970). 
communications hardware implemented a f t e r  1965 
(by J P L s  Telecommunications Division) inc reased  
the t e l eme t ry  signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by 8. 5 dB. 
The threshold of t he  26-m-diam 
Tele-  
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1. 26-m-Diam Antenna Stations. The deep space 
stations equipped with 26-m-diam parabolic anten- 
nas furnished mos t  of the support. 
64-m-diam antenna (DSS 14, Goldstone, Calif. ) 
was used mainly for  spacecraf t  beyond the threshold 
capabili t ies of the 26-m-diam antenna stations.  
2. Guidelines. M a r s  station (DSS 14)  was 
originally made available on a best-effort  basis  
for  Pioneer  VII. However, the Support Instru-  
mentation Requirements Document and the NASA 
Support Plan f o r  Pioneers  VI, VII, and VI11 were  
completed in 1967. The new guidelines called 
for  Mars  station to furnish a minimum of 180 h /  
mo  f o r  tracking and data acquisition support  for  
Pioneer spacecraf t .  
was to  be  increased  whenever possible.  
3. Increased Support. Because of improved 
capabili t ies of the 26-m-diam antenna network, a 
need to t r a n s f e r  a l l  Pioneer  VI1 support  respon- 
sibility to  DSS 14 did not occur  until Feb rua ry  9, 
1968 (pass  542), approximately 18 mo  af te r  launch. 
On that date,  the spacecraf t  range began to  
increase  rapidly and the parity e r r o r  r a t e  on two- 
way t racking became unacceptable a t  DSS 51. 
Without improvements  to  the 26-m-diam antenna 
network, the data acquisition threshold (0.1% bit 
e r r o r  r a t e )  would have been reached March 21, 
1967 (also,  DSS 14 was shutdown f o r  ma jo r  rework 
f rom March 10 to April  18, 1967 and would not 
have been available for  Pioneer  V U  support. ) 
4. Improvements.  Improved capabilitie's came 
about through a reduction of the 12-Hz tracking 
loop bandwidth to  a 3-Hz bandwidth, whichimproved 
the e r r o r  ra te ;  installation of a waveguide bypass 
that reduced the  sys t em noise tempera ture  ( these 
two modifications combined for  a 2-dB improve-  
ment) ;  and development of a po lar izer  f o r  the 
Cassegrain feeds (a 3-dBm improvement  in signal 
level a t  both receive and t r a n s m i t  frequencies).  
The polar izer  converted the s tandard c i rcu lar  
feed to a l inear  feed, matching the l inear  feed of 
the spacecraf t .  
The lone 
This minimum tracking t ime 
E. Advanced Antenna System Facili ty Description 
The 64-m-diam advanced antenna sys t em 
( F i g .  3) ,  increased the DSN range two and a half 
t imes.  Under l imited communications conditions, 
the sys t em reached to the edge of the so la r  system. 
The improved capability provided s ix  and a half 
t imes  m o r e  t ransmit t ing power and receiving 
sensit ivity for  the DSN than was available with 
26-m-diam antennas. The 64-m-diam antenna 
had a gain of approximately 60 dB in  t ransmit t ing 
and 62 dB in receiving. 
hada gain of 51 dB transmit t ing and 53 dB receiving. 
The beamwidth was 0.1 deg a t  M a r s  and 0.35 deg 
for  26-m-diam antennas. 
The 26-m-diam antennas 
The added capability permit ted ei ther  
extension of communication dis tances  in  space o r  
acquisition of m o r e  data f r o m  spacecraf t  at 
shor te r  ranges.  Because the new station located 
much of the complex equipment on the ground, l e s s  
complex and m o r e  rel iable  communication equip- 
ment could be c a r r i e d  by spacecraf t .  The 64-m- 
diam antenna, a parabolic ref lector  with a n  
azimuth-elevation mount, had a specified l ifetime 
of 10 y r  and an expected l i fe t ime of 20  to 50 yr.  
It was capable of operation 24 h a day, 365 days a 
Y'. 
The operating and signal-processing techniques 
used for  the 64-m-diam antenna were basically the 
s a m e  a s  those used for  the 26-m-diam antennas. 
The huge ref lector  was tuned to  collect spacecraf t  
signals coming f r o m  such distances that the i r  
energy was measu red  in billionths of a billionth of 
a watt. These signals were  amplified and fed into 
rece ivers ,  and the data forwarded to  the SFOF in  
Pasadena. 
Tracking of the spacecraf t  began a s  i t  
appeared above the horizon. Frequency, t ime,  and 
angle data of the predicted t ra jec tory  were  supplied 
by teletype f r o m  the SFOF and oJher DSN stations.  
Signal acquisit ion and lock-on were  normally 
achieved in  4 to  10 min. The antenna was then 
switched to  the automatic mode and t racked  until 
the spacecraf t  disappeared below the horizon. 
The 64-m-diam antenna operated in e i ther  of 
two pointing modes,  depending on the nature  of the 
mission being covered. It was pointed so a s  to 
t rack  the spacecraf t  signal automatically,  a s  did 
the 26-m-diam antennas,  o r  the  pointing informa- 
tion was sent  to the 64-m-diam antenna m a s t e r  
equatorial  reference system, which then designated 
the path f o r  the antenna. 
As other  DSN antennas operated a t  frequencies 
of 2100 MHz transmit t ing and 2300 MHz receiving, 
the DSS 14 antenna originally incorporated a 
Cassegrain cone feed that was mounted a t  the 
center  of the reflector.  However, an ultracone 
was installed in  March 1968, which improved 
downlink signal s t rength by some  5 dBm for  one- 
way support. This ultracone, in turn,  was 
replaced in September 1968 by an S-band multiple 
frequency (SMF) cone. 
cone s t ruc ture  was installed. This t r icone instal la-  
tion speeded up feed cone-replacement t ime. 
In 1970, a multiple feed 
The Cassegrain cone m a s e r  was capable of 
accomplishing maximum amplification of the signal,  
while generating a minimum of background noise. 
Because heat was a m a j o r  source of noise,  the 
m a s e r  was i m m e r s e d  in liquid helium to maintain 
i ts  t empera ture  a t  4.2 K. The spacecraf t  signal 
was usually maser-amplif ied on the o r d e r  of 
40, 000 t imes  before it was fed into the rece iver ,  
where it was fur ther  amplified. 
The rece iver  used four separa te  channels: 
two reference (or  s u m )  channels for  doppler 
information, spacecraf t  te lemetry,  and TV signals;  
and two channels carrying angle-tracking data for  
automatic antenna pointing. 
four  channels,  depending on the information they 
conveyed, w e r e  t ransmit ted to the SFOF. 
The data f r o m  a l l  
A second autocollimator a l so  was installed on 
the 64-m-diam antenna in September 1968. 
Dimensions and weights of the 64-m-diam 
A profile of the antenna a r e  given in Table 2. 
antenna is  presented in Fig. 4. 
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111. SCIENTIFIC EVENTS AND MEASUREMENTS 
A. Special Coverage 
Special coverage was given Pioneer  spacecraf t  
during occulations and syzygys; analyses  of so l a r  
events were made,  and investigations w e r e  made 
of magnetosheath and bow shock. During a so la r  
event of high scientific value, continuous tracking 
coverage for  30 to 50 h following the event was 
required fo r  Pioneer  spacecraf t .  Dependent upon 
the location and cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of a specific event, 
coverage was sha red  by the Pioneers  as determined 
by the Pioneer P ro jec t  at the t i m e  of the event. 
F o r  magnetosheath and bow shock, on-board 
plasma and magnetometer  instruments  needed to 
be operating and the resultant scientific data 
received by launch plus 3 to 3- 1 /2 h o r  8 to  10 
ea r th  radii  altitude. 
1. Pioneer VI1 Investigations. A geomagneto- 
spheric  tail analysis and a lunar  occulation 
investigation by the Pioneer  VI1 mission were  
successfully supported by DSN. 
spheric  tail analysis,  which was successfully 
completed October 1 ,  1966, required 24 h con- 
tinuous tracking coverage f r o m  syzygy minus 5 
days to syzygy plus 15 days. The lunar occulation 
investigation, which was successfully completed 
January 20, 1967, required continuous coverage 
fo r  lunar  occulation entrance and exit t imes  plus 
10 h before and after.  
The geomagneto- 
Pioneer  VIIS t r a j ec to ry  ( a l so  that of Pioneer 
VIII) was designed to take repeated measu remen t s  
in  the geomagnetic wake, a p a r t  of the interaction 
region caused by the flow of so l a r  wind around the 
ea r th ' s  magnetosphere,  at a g r e a t e r  distance f r o m  
ea r th  than had previously been measu red .  
spacecraf t ' s  init ial  magnetospheric passage gave 
simultaneous measu remen t s  of plasma and mag- 
netic fields a t  a distance of 6, 371, 000 k m  (1, 000 
ea r th  radii) .  
VI11 at half the dis tance)  showed that the extended 
wake had a cellular s t ruc tu re  as i f  i t  w e r e  
beginning to  disintegrate,  and that the wake was 
changing direction rapidly. 
2. Scientific Instruments.  Pioneer VI1 c a r r i e d  
s ix  scientific instruments ,  which totalled 15 .  5 kg 
o r  25% of the total  spacecraf t  weight. When one 
plasma detector was operating in low-power mode 
9 W of power were  required fo r  the instruments  
and 18 W when in  the high-power mode (approxi- 
mately 18 and 35% of the total  spacecraf t  power).  
The instruments  covered approximately 
The 
Data (including data f r o m  Pioneer  
0.18 m2 of the spacecraf t  platform. Approximately 
72% of the t e l eme t ry  data was allocated directly to  
the scientific instruments  when te lemeter ing in  the 
scientific data mode. This mode was used 
throughout the mission except fo r  r a r e  occasions.  
Approximately 33% of the command capability was 
allocated directly to  the scientific instruments  fo r  
controlling the operating conditions. 
Power to the scientific instruments  was 
supplied direct ly  f r o m  the spacecraf t  p r i m a r y  bus. 
Each instrument ,  therefore ,  had i t s  own con- 
ve r t e r .  Power to all instruments  was turned off 
by a single ground command. Each instrument  
could be turned on individually by ground command. 
One scientific experiment,  the celest ia l  mechanics 
investigation, required no special  instruments  
on the spacecraft .  However, funding f o r  this 
investigation was not available until the  1968 f iscal  
year .  
B. Experiments 
The experiments,  managers ,  and principal 
investigators a r e  l is ted in Table 3. 
1. Celestial  Mechanics Investigation ( JPL) .  The 
t h r e e  p r i m a r y  objectives of the Pioneer  celest ia l  
mechanics experiment  we re: 
(1) Obtain p r i m a r y  determinations of the 
m a s s e s  of the e a r t h  and the  moon and 
the astronomical  unit. 
Use the tracking data f r o m  the whole 
s e r i e s  of Pioneer  probes i n  a p rogram 
designed to  improve the ephemeris  of 
the earth.  
Investigate the possibil i ty of a t e s t  of 
general  relativist ic mechanics with the  
Pioneer orbits.  
(2) 
(3) 
This  experiment required no scientific i n s t ru -  
ment  on-board the spacecraft .  
board r ece ive r  and t r ansmi t t e r  equipment i n  
conjunction with DSS equipment to obtain two-way 
doppler measurements .  Pioneer data were  
appropriate  fo r  this experiment because of the 
absence of midcourse orbi t  correct ions and n e a r -  
planetary encounters.  In addition, solar-radiat ion 
p r e s s u r e  effects w e r e  slight for  the Pioneer  
c o nfigu r atio n. 
2. 
Chicago). The intensity and energy spec t r a  of 
protons and alpha par t ic les ,  and electron energy 
ove r  a l imited range, as well a s  pa r t i c l e  
anisotropy, were  measu red  by this instrument.  It 
had t h r e e  solid-state l i thium-drift  detectors ,  a 
plastic scinti l lator cylinder designed to exclude 
par t ic les  not confined to the telescope angle of 
60 deg, a photomultiplier tube, and associated 
electronics.  Proton and alpha par t ic le  energy 
spec t r a  measu remen t  was divided into th ree  four 
energy windows: (1)  0.6-13 MeV p e r  nucleon; 
(2) 13-70 MeV p e r  nucleon; (3) 70-190 MeV p e r  
nucleon; and (4) g r e a t e r  than 190 MeV p e r  nucleon. 
Detection of e lectron energy spec t r a  was l imited 
to the energy windows of 0.16-1 and 1-20 MeV p e r  
nuc 1 e on. 
It used the on- 
Cosmic Ray Telescope (University of 
3. 
Center f o r  Advanced Studies). 
Cosmic Ray Anistropy Detector (Southwest 
Measured w e r e  the 
anistropy of low-energy p r imary  and so la r  cosmic 
radiation and its variation with energy, t ime, and 
nuclear  species.  
scinti l lator crystal ,  an  anticoincidence scinti l lator,  
two photomultiplier tubes,  and associated elec-  
t ronics .  
107 deg. 
achieved by means  of a four-channel, on-board, 
pulse - height analyzer.  
4. Plasma Cup Detector (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology). A detector that  used a 
Faraday cup with a n  energy-determining gr id ,  a 
The instrument  comprised a 
The acceptance cone fo r  the detector was 
Energy window discrimination was 
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spl i t  collector,  and associated electronics  made 
up this instrument.  The viewing angle was *20 
deg in the plane perpendicular to  the  spacecraf t  
spin axis  and &60 deg in the plane para l le l  to  the  
spin axis.  Measured were  the  energy spectrum, 
flux, and angular distribution of both positive ions 
and electrons of the  interplanetary plasma. 
The energy p e r  unit charge of the  positive 
ions was determined in  14 intervals  extending f r o m  
0. 1 to 9.5 kV; the energy of the electrons in  four 
energy bands extending f r o m  0.1 to  1.6 keV, and 
the  flux sensit ivity range f r o m  2 X l o 5  to  2 X 109 
par t ic les  p e r  c m 2 / s .  
5. Quadrisphcrical  Plasma Analyses ( A m e s  
Research Center).  This instrument ,  l ikc the 
plasma cup detector ,  m e a s u r e d  the  energy spec-  
t r u m ,  flux, and angular distribution of both 
positive ions and electrons of the interplanetary 
plasma. 
approximately 15 deg in  the  plane perpendicular to 
the spacecraf t  spin axis o r  equatorial  plane and 
f 80 deg in  the plane paral le l  to the  spin axis.  The 
la t te r  was divided into eight channels symmetr ical  
about the equator ia l  plane and with widths, s t a r t -  
ing a t  the equatorial  plane, of 15, 15, 20, and 30 
deg. 
The instantaneous viewing angle was 
The energy p e r  unit charge of the positive ions 
was determined in  16 logarithmically spaced bands 
extending f r o m  0.2 to 10 kV; the energy of the 
electrons in 8 logarithmically spaced bands extend- 
ing f r o m  0. 002 to 0. 5 kV; and the flux sensit ivity 
f r o m  105 to  109 par t ic les  p e r  c m 2 / s .  
Besides a quadrispherical  e lectrostat ic  
analyzer ,  8 separa te  and contiguous cur ren t  
col lectors  provided 8 s e c t o r s  and associated 
electronics.  
expressed a s  a 7-bit word and, together with other  
information identifying energy levels ,  posit ive o r  
negative par t ic les ,  collector,  and equatcr ia l  
The cur ren t  o r  flux measu remen t  was 
interval,  was s tored  in a core  memory.  The 
instrument  recorded data concurrently with te le -  
meter ing data. 
6 .  Magnetometer (Goddard Space Flight Center).  
The magnetometer,  with a range of +64Y, 
sequentially measu red  the  magnitude of the t h r e e  
orthogonal components of the interplanetary 
magnetic field. 
recording sequences,  the instrument  had a single 
flux gate s e n s o r  and associated electronics.  
mechanical f l ip mechanism,  which rotated the 
sensor  through 180 deg, permit ted detection and 
elimination of permanent  magnetization of the core .  
The flip mechanism contained 22 smal l  squibs 
grouped in  p a i r s  of redundancy. Each pa i r  of 
squibs was activated by ground command. 
7. Radio Propagation (Stanford University). This 
experiment involved the t ransmiss ion  of two 
modulated coherent  c a r r i e r s  of approximately 49.8 
and 423. 3 MHz f r o m  the ground and the reception 
of these  signals by rece ivers  aboard the space-  
craft .  The rece ivers  were  designed to m e a s u r e  
the relat ive phase of the modulation envelopes of 
the two c a r r i e r  frequencies which, s ince the 
higher frequency was relatively unaffected by the 
presence  of ionization, provided a value for  the 
integrated electron density. In addition, the r a t e  
of change of phase of one c a r r i e r  with respec t  t o  
the other  was measu red ,  thus accurately de te r -  
mining the t i m e  variation of the integrated 
electron density. Signal s t rength was a l s o  
measured.  
Capable of four different data 
A 
Instrumentation comprised two ground-based 
t ransmi t te rs  operating into a 46-m-diam p a r a -  
bolic antenna located on the Stanford University 
campus, a dual-channel, phase-locked loop rece iver  
aboard the spacecraf t ,  the spacecraf t  te lemetry,  
and the  DSN. 
simultaneously t o  provide closed-loop operation. 
All elements of the sys t em operated 






A. Spacecraft  Posit ion 
Pioneer  VI1 was being t racked and supported 
186.228 mill ion k m  f r o m  the ear th  and 158.867 
million km f r o m  the sun by the DSN when this 
second report  on the extended flight phase began. 
At the close of this report  period, the spacecraf t  
was being t racked and supported 252.8 mill ion k m  
f r o m  the ear th  and 163. 84 mill ion k m  f r o m  the 
sun. 
B. Solar Events Investigated 
The Pioneer  VI1 spacecraf t  was used i n  making 
observations of severa l  s o l a r  dis turbances during 
March and April  of 1969. Numerous smal l  f l a r e s  
occurred  during March and act ive regions con- 
s idered capable of producing m a j o r  f la res  were  
under survei l lance of earth-bound observers  and 
satell i tes.  The sequence of events was a s  follows. 
On March 30, a f te r  the mos t  active of the 
observed regions had rotated behind the west  l imb 
of the sun and could no longer be observed f rom 
ear th ,  the la rges t  IO-cm radio burs t  ever  recorded 
by t e r r e s t r i a l  radio te lescopes occurred  in  the 
corona. Within about 2 h, cosmic ray ins t ru-  
ments  aboard e a r t h  satel l i tes  and Pioneers  VI, 
VIII, and IX were  recording a marked  increase  i n  
the intensity of low- and high-energy protons.  
(It was a s sumed  f r o m  these  measu remen t s  that  a 
la rge  so la r  proton f la re  had occurred  on the back- 
side of the sun. ) Meanwhile, neutron monitors  on 
the ear th  showed a sl ight enhancement with 
gradual onset,  so  that  the effects a t  the sur face  of 
the ear th  were  slight. 
Approximately a day la te r ,  cosmic ray 
instruments  aboard Pioneer VI1 showed increases  
in intensity. The energy par t ic le  detectors  aboard 
the ear th  satel l i tes  and PioneersVIII and IX began 
indicating reduced intensity within a few days a f te r  
the March 30 event. By April  5, the readings of 
detectors  aboard Pioneers  VI and VI1 began to  
subside. Between March 31 through April  9, s o l a r  
activity on the visible s ide of the  sun, a s  recorded 
by t e r r e s t r i a l  observator ies ,  was a t  a low level  
with only minor  subflares  reported.  
By April  10, the active region which had 
produced the e a r l i e r  proton f l a r e  had rotated on 
the f a r  side of the sun to a position approximately 
20  deg behind the eas t  limb. 
erupted, producing a la rge  proton f lare .  
a half hour, cosmic ray intensit ies recorded by 
Pioneers  VI and VI1 jumped by m o r e  than an o r d e r  
of magnitude, but the instruments  aboard Pioneers  
VI11 and IX and those on the e a r t h  showed essen-  
t ially no change. 
On this date,  it again 
Within 
Figure 5 shows the relative locations of the 
sun, the ear th ,  and Pioneer  spacecraf t ,  a s  well  
a s  the approximate region of the  interplanetary 
medium disturbed by the f l a r e  on April  10 and 12. 
On the la t te r  date,  cosmic ray detectors  and those 
on ear th  satel l i tes  indicated l a r g e  increases  in  
proton intensit ies,  and protons began showering 
into the region of the ear th ' s  polar  caps.  By 
April  13, s e v e r e  polar  cap absorption was in 
progress  and the geomagnetic field was moder -  
ately disturbed. 
a r c t i c  regions became virtually impossible for  
near ly  a week a s  the so la r  proton s t o r m  ran  its 
course.  
Radio communications in the 
A different type of disturbance occurred 
severa l  days la ter .  Then, on April  22,  a marked  
increase  in  the velocity of the  so la r  wind a t  
Pioneer  VI1 was noted. 
can be extremely variable,  this  was not con- 
s idered significant; however, t h r e e  days l a t e r ,  
a s h a r p  change was noted in  the electr ic  field a t  
Pioneer VIII. With the t ime difference between 
these two changes checking with expected 
Because the so la r  wind 
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co-rotation delay, the possible passage of a sec tor  
boundary was indicated. 
was forecast  for  April 28. 
s t o r m  was recorded on the e a r t h  within 3 h of the 
predicted t ime. 
A geomagnetic s t o r m  
The beginning of the 
C. Experiment Status 
1. Sun Sensor Anomaly. The re  was z e r o  spin 
ra te  and on-board scientific instruments  were  
operating anomalously when DSS 14 acquired the 
spacecraf t  on pass  915 (February  16, 1969). 
On-board fai lure  of the sun pulse s e n s o r  was the 
cause of this anomaly. Analysis indicated ul t ra-  
violet degradation had affected the sensor  
t r iggering threshold on the s o l a r  illumination. 
(The na r row view sensor  provided a pulse for  
reference once each spacecraf t  spin a s  it "saw 
the sun. I t  Spin ra te  and ecliptic quadrant r e f e r -  
ences were  derived f r o m  the pulse p e r  revolution. ) 
As a resul t  of loss  of the sun pulse reference,  the 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) magnetometer  
experiment furnished no data throughout the 
remainder  of the reporting period. This  
anomaly did not affect other  experiments too 
drastically.  
2. Power Loss. Because of solar  a r r a y  degrada-  
tion caused by so lar  par t ic le  damage, it was a l s o  
necessary  to  r e s t r i c t  the MIT plasma cup detector  
power levels throughout the aphelion passage 
period (Apri l  24, 1969) to reduce demand on the 
power subsystems.  
power mode on May 7, 1969, the s o l a r  a r r aywou ld  
no longer support  the high-power mode. 
bat tery was turned off a s  planned. 
Upon re turn  to the  MIT high- 
The 
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11. ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS 
A. Significant Problems and Improvements 
Engine e ring imp r ovements during July, 
August, and September 1968 included installation 
of a second autocollimator,  the replacement of the 
S-band Cassegrain ultracone with an S-band multi-  
ple frequency (SMF) cone, and the development of 
a means to  reduce high noise i n  the m e t r i c  data. 
Installation of the autocollimator was com- 
pleted during September 1968. 
operated in the manner  of a n  optical  t racking 
device by taking a beam of light and generating 
e r r o r  signals.  These e r r o r  signals were  fed into 
the antenna servoelectronics ,  moving the antenna 
to a n o - e r r o r  position between the antenna and 
m a s t e r  equatorial .  ) 
The SMF cone, a l so  installed in  September,  
(The autocollimator 
was capable of simultaneously t ransmit t ing and 
receiving orthogonally c r o s s  -polarized l inear  
signals while maintaining a low sys t em noise  
temperature ,  approximately 22 K (Fig. 6). This 
capability was r e f e r r e d  to a s  Mode 1. 
SMF was in  the matched l inear  polarized mode, 
using the diplexer,  the sys t em noise was approxi- 
mately 31 K. This capability was re fer red  to a s  
Mode 2. The SMF could use  other  modes (Table 
4) ,  but they w e r e  not applicable to  Pioneer  support. 
When the 
When the source of high noise in the  m e t r i c  
data was diagnosed to  be f r o m  a I-MHz cleanup 
loop put in for  the planetary ranging subsystem in  
June 1968, a 10-Hz signal was developed in  the 
subsystem. This 10-Hz signal provided the same  
reference signals a s  the  free-running 20-Hz 
osci l la tor  with associated mult ipl iers  that  had been 
replaced. However, the planetary ranging sub- 
sys t em 10-Hz signal was referenced to  the DSS 
atomic standard.  
During May 1969, t e s t s  were  performed on 
the tracking loop bandwidth (2  Blo) to determine 
optimum te lemet ry  threshold. 
numerous rece iver  glitches caused by the space-  
craf t  signal approaching threshold.  
which indicated that 3 Hz was the optimum band- 
width, were  performed using the  Pioneer  
s imulator  with a 2 Blo of 3, 6,  9, and 12 Hz. 
On pass  197 of Pioneer  IX at DSS 12, a t e s t  
was performed using Pioneer  IX data to confirm 
the previous t e s t  resul ts  for  all Pioneer  space-  
craf t  (F ig .  7).  The tes t ,  commenced in  the 12-Hz 
2 Blo position, was switched to  6 Hz for  the first 
half of the pass ,  and finally to  3 Hz f o r  the 
remainder  of the  pass .  
out every 12 m i n  were  averaged. 
showed a d i rec t  relationship of signal-to-noise 
ratio to probability of e r r o r .  
improvement when the 2 Blo was changed f r o m  12 
to 3 Hz was 1 . 4  dB. 
Hz, the improvement was 0.9 dB, and the improve-  
ment f r o m  6 to  3 Hz amounted to  0 .5  dB. 
The re  had been 
The t e s t s ,  
The bit e r r o r  ra tes  pr inted 
The resu l t s  
The equivalent 
When changed f r o m  12 to 6 
A ma jo r  i r regular i ty  during September 1968 
which entailed extensive investigation was the 
problem of occasional spurious interrupts  in the 
te lemet ry  command processor  (TCP)  that  caused 
loss  of rea l - t ime data,  Because of the in te rmi t -  
tent nature  of the problem, it took m o r e  than 2 m o  
to isolate  and c o r r e c t  the i r regular i ty .  
word parity e r r o r s  on decoded data had been 
caused by t rans ien ts  on the Decoding Computer 
paral le led input ( P I N )  l ines.  
erated excessive noise f o r  the logic (one) s ta te  on 
the operational processing computer PIN lines.  
After the problem was isolated,  ARC sent  to  DSS 
14 and a l l  other  Pioneer  stations having ground 
operational equipment (GOE) Modification 11 f o r  
the computer buffer. 
timing on the  decoded data clock to the center  of 
the data period, which t r iggered  the in te r rupt  t o  
the operational processing computer.  This change 
ensured that both computers  would not address  the 
buffer simultaneously. 
Spurious 
These t ransients  gen- 
Modification 11 changed the 
No other  m a j o r  problems w i r e  experienced 
during the reporting period. The lack of coverage 
for  Pioneer  VI1 during November and December of 
1968 was due to  the Apollo commitment. F o r  a 
detailed day-by-day account of operations,  s e e  
Appendix A. 
B. Radio Metr ic  Data Information 
1. Good Data Time. Percentages of good data 
obtained f r o m  total actual tracking t ime were  
reported for  var ious monthly periods during the 
annual per iod covered here  (Figs .  8 through 12 
and Tables B-1 through B-6). 
Good data were  obtained during July and 
August 1968 for  approximately 83 and 82. 11% of 
the actual t racking t ime,  respectively. The 
percentage was 82.92 during September and 80.60 
during October. During November and December,  
percentages dropped slightly to 76. 9%. 
were  no data during January I969 because of 
station rework activity,  and the  few t r a c k s  
obtained during February w e r e  not analysed. 
Good m e t r i c  data were  obtained during 73. 56% of 
the actual t racking t ime during March and 73.1% 
of the actual  t ime during April.  
not calculated for  May and June. 
2. Doppler Information. Doppler bias  and noise 
versus  pass  number for  the report  period a r e  
i l lustrated i n  Figs.  13 through 20. During 
April  1969, above-nominal doppler noise was 
recorded ( s e e  Fig. 16). The average doppler 
bias was t 1 . 2  Hz ( F i g .  15). Table B-6 presents  a 
l ist ing of April  passes  having any anomalies or 
high noise. 
during May 1969 was t1. 3 Hz (see Fig. 17), and 
the doppler noise was well below nominal (Fig.  18). 
The average doppler bias for  June 1969 was a l s o  
t 1  Hz; the doppler noise f o r  June 1969 i s  plotted 
in  F i g .  20.  During June, DSS 14 encountered 
problems with m a s e r  2, result ing in a loss of 
f r o m  2 to 3 Hz. 
The re  
Percentages were  
Pioneer VI1 average doppler bias 
3. Special Pseudo-Residual Data Analysis. A 
special  pseudo - residual  problem was encountered 
during March  1969 when DSS 14 recorded l a r g e  
blunder points approximately 30 min  before 
spacecraf t  set .  
gation to determine whether it was caused by 
e r r o r s  in DSIF predicts  o r  whether it is a 
station problem. 
Figs .  13 and 14. 
This problem is under investi-  
The problem is i l lustrated in 
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4. Pioneer F i t te ra te  P rogram.  The Fi t te ra te  
p r o g r a m  is a n  SDS 930 computer p rogram which 
processes  tracking data handling (TDH) data in 
post- t rack t ime for  purposes  of quality analysis.  
For a n  interval  of legal  (cor rec t ,  not garbled or 
distor ted)  printed doppler data with a constant 
sample interval,  1 - s  doppler frequencies a r e  
calculated and f i t  by a leas t - squares  technique 
(with polynomial of degree  n, where n may  range 
f r o m  1 to 9).  Residual differences between actual 
data and the curve of the leas t - squares  polynomial 
a r e  calculated, then the s tandard deviation about 
the  curve is calculated. All res iduals  a r e  tes ted 
to  s e e  whether they exceed 3 . 5 ~ .  If the residuals  
do exceed 3.5u, the corresponding points a r e  d is -  
carded and a new curve f i t  to the remaining data. 
This process  is repeated until a l l  res iduals  f o r  
the last curve pass  a 3 . 5 ~  test .  
Where data for  one pass  need to  be processed  
in multiple intervals ,  a composite u is calculated 
according to the weighted root s u m  square  formula: 
I n  
comp = U 
i= 1 
where 
a = number of points in  i interval  i 
U. = standard deviation f o r  the final curve for  
the ith interval  
n = number of intervals  for  the pass  
During July 1968, the f i t terate  p r o g r a m  was 
run f o r  a number of Pioneer  VI1 passes .  Results 
of this analysis  a r e  shown in Tables C-1 and C-2 
(Appendix C) Figs.  21 and 22. Table C-1 and Fig. 
21 provide resu l t s  of the  60-s two-way doppler 
data analyzed. Table C-2 and Fig. 2 2  provide 
resul ts  of the 1-s  two-way doppler data. 
Figure 21 shows that ,  during July 1968, 
numerous passes  required the generation of 
multiple curves  and that  values of u ranged much 
higher than for  the previous month. Par t icular ly  
to be noted a r e  passes  692 through 715. 
nominal values were  obtained f o r  passes  684 
through 691, 698, and 699. The magnitude of the 
noise recorded for  a l l  o ther  p a s s e s  during July 
was 
Below- 
above the nominal noise  values.  
DSS 14 experienced a commerc ia l  power 
fai lure  during pass  691 and the rubidium standard 
was automatically placed on ba t te r ies  f o r  approxi- 
mately 10 s. The resu l t s  of this  action possibly 
caused the high-noise level  experienced on sub- 
sequent passes ,  A second commerc ia l  power 
fai lure  was experienced during pass  696 with a 
l o s s  of power which las ted  36 min. 
recorded during passes  697 and 698. 
Low noise was 
Analysis continued in  an attempt to determine 
the source generating the noise,  although it 
appeared that the rubidium standard or doppler 
counter might have been defective. 
F i t te ra te  runs f o r  August 1968 a r e  presented 
in Tables C-3 and C-4. 
of re jected points p e r  pass  a r e  plotted in Fig. 23 
for  the 60-s two-way data and in Fig. 24 for  the 
1-s two-way data. 
during August were  as follows: 
The UF and the  percentage 
Some of the  outstanding problems 
P a s s e s  717 through 726 (Days 216 through 
225), showed excessive high noise i n  the 
f i t terate  analysis.  
On pass  725 (day 223), the rubidium 
frequency s tandard 2 was determined to  
be defective, tracking stopped, and 
rubidium 2 was replaced with rubidium 1. 
On p a s s  726 (day 225), rubidium 1 was 
also found to  be defective and replaced by 
a s p a r e  rubidium. F i t te ra te  analysis  of 
subsequent two-way passes  (passes  727 
through 736) showed a noise level  below 
nominal. 
P a s s  736 (day 235), showed excessive 
high noise in  the f i t terate  analysis ;  
causes  of th i s  anomaly could not be 
determined. 
F i t te ra te  runs f o r  September 1968 a r e  l is ted 
in Tables C-5 and C-6. Table C-5 and Fig. 25 
present  the f i t terate  analysis of the two-way 60-s 
data; Table C-6 and Fig. 26 present  the  f i t terate  
analysis  of the 1 - s  two-way data. 
Figure 27 shows the noise observed during 
f i t terate  analysis  of the 1-min two-way data f o r  
October 1968. Above-nominal noise was recorded 
during passes  777 and 778. The noise was caused 
by the 1 -MHz cleanup. 
was removed p r i o r  to  pass  779 and the noise 
observed during the remainder  of the passes  
(except p a s s  789) was well below the nominal 
value of 0.010 Hz. 
high-noise level  (0. 3158 Hz). However, the cause 
of this  anomaly was not determined. 
shows the resul ts  of the f i t terate  analysis  for  the 
1 - s two-way doppler data analyzed during the 
s a m e  period. 
This 1 -MHz cleanup loop 
P a s s  789 had a n  extremely 
Figure 28 
Fi t te ra te  runs for  November and December 
1968 a r e  shown in  Fig. 29 f o r  the 60-s sample 
ra te  coverage. 
C.  Anomalies Related to Telemetry Data Losses  
Some instances of data losses  and associated 
anomalies during this repor t  period a r e  singled 
out here.  
H below. 
Additional information is presented in 
The DSS 14 t ransmi t te r  failed during passes  
After 
687, 689, 697, and 715 because of high voltage 
overcur ren t  caused by e lec t r ica l  s torms .  
the station experienced s e v e r a l  commerc ia l  
power fluctuations, a n  attempt was made,  before 
pass  697, t o  t u r n  on the emergency power supply. 
This a t tempt  failed because of a defective switch 
in the  d iese l  generator .  Acquisition of the space-  
craf t  was delayed until the  commerc ia l  power was 
restored.  
On pass  725, tape  r e c o r d e r  A would not rewind 
because of misadjustment.  The t ransmi t te r  
frequency was also pulled off the spacecraf t  causing 
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loss  of lock for  approximately 30 min. The problem 
was resolved by replacing a defective rubidium 
standard.  
Cn pass  732, a shorted cable in  the audio 
monitor panel causes  a lo s s  of the 28-V power 
supply feeding the t r ansmi t t e r  and r ece ive r s  at 
DSS 14. 
of normal  operation 30 m i n  la ter .  
Repairs  of the cable allowed resumption 
Two problems w e r e  encountered on pass  746. 
The t r ansmi t t e r  power was lost  fo r  approximately 
30 min because of beam high voltage ove rcu r ren t  
and the antenna went t o  b rake  mode f o r  approxi- 
mately 35 min  because of a n  i r r egu la r i ty  in  the 
hydrostatic bearing which caused a low-film height 
alarm. 
On pass  993, no r ea l  t ime  data w e r e  received 
because of a faulty cable in  the t e l eme t ry  (GOE) 
rack. The cable was repaired.  
On pass  1014, 14 m i n  of data w e r e  lost  when 
the antenna went t o  brake mode. Vibrations f r o m  
contractor-operated construction equipment in  the 
general  vicinity of a 400-Hz generator  opened a 
relay in the generator  control c i rcui t  and resul ted 
in  a lo s s  of power. 
D. R F  Performance 
Tables D-1 through D-8 (Appendix D) p re sen t  
downlink r ece ive r  signal s t rengths  fo r  pas ses  715 
through 958. Character is t ic  downlink signal 
s t rengths  a r e  i l lustrated in  Figs.  30 through 37. 
The predicted downlink signal s t rength curves using 
c i r cu la r  and l i nea r  polarization a r e  shown along 
with the actual downlink signal s t rength to es tabl ish 
the accuracy of predictions.  
Generally, actual  downlink signal strengths 
were  in agreement  with predictions throughout the 
reporting period. During April  1969, the received 
signal strength was approximately 3 dB below p r e -  
diction ( s e e  Fig. 35). An investigation was initiated 
to  resolve this problem. 
E. Telemetry Performance 
1. Par i ty  E r r o r  Rate. Tables D-1 through D-8 
and Figs.  38 through 45 p resen t  par i ty  e r r o r  
r a t e s  and plots fo r  the reporting period. (A parity 
e r r o r  r a t e  of 0. 116 was the equivalent to one e r r o r  
in  1000 consecutive bits of information and was 
regarded as the limiting value fo r  the uncoded and 
convolution-coded unit modes of information. ) 
During the f i r s t  qua r t e r  (July, August, 
September 1968), the te lemetry bit ra te  modes 
were  8, 16, and 64 b i t s / s .  The par i ty  e r r o r  r a t e  
was usually below the threshold except during 
August when the 64 -b i t s l s  data were  e r r a t i c .  
Receiver glitches on channels 6 and 7 were  believed 
responsible for the high parity e r r o r  r a t e  on pass  
726. Two inconsistent par i ty  e r r o r  r a t e s  w e r e  
recorded at 64 b i t s l s  on passes  757 and 758. 
high parity r a t e  was attr ibuted to the fact that  the 
antenna was in precision-2 mode during installation 
of a second autocollimator (pas s  757), and because 
the m a s e r  2 was in use  during tracking on pass  
758. 
This 
The t e l eme t ry  bit r a t e  mode was 8, 16, and 
64 b i t s / s  during the second qua r t e r  (October, 
November, December 1968). Four  high parity 
e r r o r  r a t e s  w e r e  recorded during October, t h r e e  
of which at 64 b i t s / s  (pas ses  777, 788, 797). The 
quality of t e l eme t ry  data received during November 
and December was excellent. 
The rate  was  below the threshold fo r  good 
te lemetry a t  16 b i t s / s  during April  1969. 
May, the par i ty  e r r o r  r a t e  was in  excess  of 0. 116 
on two passes  at the parity e r r o r  ra te  of 16 b i t s / s .  
During June 1969, the par i ty  e r r o r  r a t e  exceeded 
the threshold f o r  good te lemetry in  all c a s e s  
except on pass  1038. 
2. Demod/TCP In-Lock. Significant T C P  
anomalies result ing in  lo s s  of data were  recorded 
during September (pas ses  757, 760, 770, and 773) 
and October 1968 (passes  779, 785, 793, 795, 797, 
and 802). These anomalies are  presented in  
Table 5. 
F. Predicted Frequency Pe r fo rmance  
During 
Plots of the measu red  auxiliary oscil lator 
frequency a r e  shown in Figs.  46 through 55 f o r  the 
purpose of evaluating predictions.  These plots are  
updated f r o m  one reporting per iod to another. 
When expected predictions differ substantially f r o m  
actual values, a new predicted curve based upon 
the la tes t  actual  values received is i l lustrated.  
Predicted cu rves  for best  frequency w e r e  supe r -  
imposed to show the accuracy of the predictions.  
Generally, the data compared favorably with the 
predicted values,  except on pass  915 when the 
frequency was higher than predicted,  and on pass  
996 when the spacecraf t  frequency transponder 
increased by approximately 300 Hz a t  S-band 
following the MIT experiment. 
No acquisitions w e r e  made on channel 6 during 
August 1968. 
channel 7 during February,  April,  and May 1969, 
and no acquisitions w e r e  made during January. 
No acquisitions w e r e  made  on 
Best-lock frequency ve r sus  pas s  number is 
shown in Figs. 56 through 71. 
G. P red ic t s  and Commands 
P red ic t s  generated during the reporting period 
A totalof 9145 commands a r e  presented in  Table 6. 
had been t ransmit ted by July 1, 1969, the end of 
the reporting period, with 1552 t ransmit ted during 
the reporting period. 
of operations.  
Table 7 presents  a summary  
H. Pass Chronology 
Tracking periods covered a r e  identified by 
pass  number.  
the number of t imes since launch that the space-  
craf t  has  been above the horizon of a par t icular  
station. Unless otherwise noted, the following 
entr ies  r e fe r  t o  DSS 14. 
1. P a s s e s  687, 689, 691, 697, and 715. The 
station t r ansmi t t e r  faulted f r o m  high voltage over-  
cu r ren t  because of s eve ra l  e lectr ical  s t o r m s  in  the 
Goldstone a r e a ;  each t ime  the b reake r  was r e s e t  
the beam voltage was r e s to red  to normal.  
The pass  number i s  determined by 
P r i o r  t o  pas s  697, an  at tempt  was made to  
tu rn  on the station emergency power supply a f t e r  
the station experienced seve ra l  commerc ia l  power 
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fluctuations because of a n  e lec t r ica l  s torm.  
However, this power could not be fully usedbecause 
of a defective switch i n  the d iese l  generator  (a 
burned up motor  on a hydraulic breaker ) .  
fore ,  spacecraf t  acquisit ion was delayed until the  
commercial  power was restored.  
2. P a s s  719. Receiver  lock was l o s t  because of 
high-antenna peaking offset. The out-of-lock 
rece iver  caused the s e r v o  sys t em to dr ive off the 
spacecraf t  until no rma l  antenna peaking offset was 
restored.  
There-  
3. P a s s  721. The station experienced a spurious 
interrupt.  
until the anomaly was discontinued. 
4. Pass 725. The re  were  two problems:  (1) tape 
r e c o r d e r  A would not rewind because of misadjust-  
ment ;  realignment of the r e c o r d e r  made it opera-  
tional; ( 2 )  the t r a n s m i t t e r  frequency was pulled off 
the spacecraf t  causing loss-of-lock f o r  approxi- 
mately 30 min. 
replacing a defective rubidium standard.  
5. 
receiver .  No uplink was required.  
6. P a s s  729. DSS 14 antenna was in  brake mode 
twice because of a loose cable in  the  Datex unit: 
the cable was retightened on each occasion. 
7. P a s s  732. A shorted cable in the  audio monitor 
panel caused a loss  of the 28-V power supply 
feeding the t ransmi t te r  and rece ivers  at DSS 14. 
Repairs  of the cable allowed the  resumption of 
no rma l  operation 30 m i n  la te r .  
8. P a s s  737. Tape Recorder  A was removedfrom 
operation for  approximately 1 h to replace a 
defective compresso r  motor.  
9. P a s s  746. The re  were two  problems: ( 1 ) t r a n s -  
m i t t e r  power was lost  f o r  approximately 30 min 
because of beam high voltage overcurrent ;  the 
switch was r e s e t  to r e sume  norma l  operations;  
( 2 )  the antenna went to  brake mode for  approxi- 
mately 35 min because of an i r regular i ty  in  the 
hydrostatic bearing which caused a low-film 
height a la rm.  
10. P a s s  752. Several  r e s i s t o r s  in the regulation 
circui t  burned open, and the t ransmi t te r  could not 
Command 027 was stopped by the T C P  
The problem was resolved by 
P a s s  728. A special  pass  to t e s t  a new RCD 
be brought up because of a lack of beam voltage. 
No reason could be found f o r  the malfunction. 
11. P a s s  760. A shorted circui t  in the  a i r -  
conditioner sys t em caused a complete power failure.  
Power was res tored  to  no rma l  35 m i n  la ter .  
12. P a s s e s  770 and 773. The T C P  had spurious 
interrupts .  
13. P a s s e s  777 and 778. The station experienced 
high noise,  which was found to  be a 1 -MHz cleanup 
loop put in  f o r  the planetary ranging subsystem i n  
June 1968. 
p r i o r  to the  beginning of p a s s  779. 
14. P a s s e s  782 and 802. T h e t r a n s m i t t e r  kicked 
off due to beam high-voltage overcurrent .  
definitive cause was found a t  that t ime.  
The cleanup loop was removed just  
No 
15. P a s s  976. The antenna went to brake mode 
due to  incor rec t  s y s t e m  t ime readout. 
was r e s e t  and the  problem corrected.  
16. P a s s  982. The antenna went to  brake  mode 
due to low-film height on Pad 3. 
made, t r a c k  was continued. 
17. P a s s  986. Difficulties were  experienced in 
acquiring solid lock on spacecraft .  A loose R F  
cable found in the cone was repaired.  
18. Pass 990. Receiver-1 lost  lock because of a 
loose cable. 
remainder  of the pass .  
19. P a s s  993. No r e a l  t ime data w e r e  received 
due to a faulty cable in  the te lemetry (GOE) rack. 
The cable was l a t e r  repaired.  
20. P a s s  994. The T C P  beta lost  lock when the 
alpha was turned on. 
21. P a s s  995. The t ransmi t te r  t r ipped the 
b r e a k e r  switch. 
no fur ther  problem indicated. 
22. P a s s  1014. T h e r e  was loss  of 14 rnin of data 
because the antenna went to brake mode. 
tions f r o m  contractor-operated construction equip- 
ment in the vicinity of a 400-Hz generator  opened 
a relay in the  generator  control c i rcui t  and 
resulted in  a loss  of power. 
The t ime 
After check was 
Station switched to  receiver-2 for  
The breaker  was then r e s e t  with 
Vibra- 
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APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY OF PIONEER VI1 OPERATIONS BY PASS NUMBER 
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Table 2. Goldstone 64-m-diam antenna dimensions and weights 
I Dim en sions 
Diameter ,  m 
Focal  length, m 
Focal  length/diameter  ratio 
Surface a r e a ,  m 







Pedestal  wall  thickness,  m 1 .1  
Outside d iameter  of pedestal ,  m 25. 3 
Overall  height of instrument  towera,  m 42.4  
1912 Total  concrete ,  m 3 
a Height of concrete  section, 20.8m, including 10. l m  below grade.  
Weights, kg 
Overall  
On elevation bear ings 
On azimuth bear ings (including bear ings)  
On soi l  
Total  rotating 
Total  tipping 
Component 
Hype r b  010 id 
Feed  cone and equipment 
Quadripod 
P r i m a r y  ref lector  su r face  
Reflector assembly (including reflector,  wheels,  and 
elevation counterweight) 
Alidade and buildings 
Azimuth bear ings 
Pedestal  and foundation 









7.26 X 10 
1.14 X 10 
2.27 X 10 
7.26 X 10 
2.27 X 10 




28.1 X 10 
17.7 X 10 





1 .1 x 10 
0.99 x 10 
1.8 X 10 
4.54 x 10 
43.6 x l o 3  
0. 52 X 10 6 
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Table 3. Pioneer  VI1 experiments  
Experiment / s cientific 
in  st rument 
Single-axis magnetometer  
P la sma  cup detector  




Cosmic ray anisotropy 
detector  
Cosmic ray telescope 
Celest ia l  mechanics  
inve s tigationa 
Management 
NASA/ GSF C 
MIT 
NASA 1 ARC 
Stanford University 
Southwest Center 





Principal  investigator 
N. Ness 
H. Bridge 
J. H. Wolfe 
V. R. Eshleman 
K. McCracken 
J. Simpson 
J. D. Anderson 
a Requires  no on-board instrumentation; u s e s  two-way doppler t racking as data 
source.  
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At 204357, T C P  lost  word f r a m e  sync - reason 
unknown. T C P  in lock at  204433. 
At 210610, T C P  lost  lock- spurious interrupt.  T C P  i n  
lock at 210902. 
At 015300, DSS 14 experienced complete power failure.  
T C P  in lock a t  023640. 
At 210415, T C P  had spurious interrupts  - r eason  
unknown. 
At210728, T C P  in lock. 
AtZ11930, s tar ted to reload T C P  program. Class  1 
was erroneous.  
At 212210, T C P  in lock. 
At 210956, s tar ted to  reload T C P  because of spurious 
interrupt.  
At 211325, T C P  reloaded and in lock. 
At 211348, T C P  out of lock-  r eason  unknown. 
At 211405, T C P  in lock. 
The T C P  p rogram had to  be reloaded. 
October 1968 
At 222715, a commerc ia l  power fai lure  occurred.  At 
2238, station switched to diesel  power. At 224051, the 
T C P  w a s  in  lock; 13 min  of data w e r e  lost. 
A d ie se l  power fai lure  caused a late acquisition of the 
spacecraf t  (AOS). At 0104, T C P  w a s  outputting 
erroneous data. T C P  p rogram w a s  reloaded a t  
011315 and in  lock at 011520. 
Commerc ia l  power glitched at 002410, stopping pro- , 
g r a m s  in  T C P  and APS computers .  
r e s t a r t ed  with T C P  in lock a t  002558. 
At 204538, T C P  had spurious interrupt  dumping pro- 
g ram.  
205025. 
The T C P  lost  p rog ram a t  031230 due to a commerc ia l  
power glitch. 
Approximately 2 m i n  of data  w e r e  lost. 
At 0132, "B" Recorder  failed due to burned out sync 
lamp. Tapes 1A and 2A w e r e  in data  package. At 
013440, TXR kicked off due to beam overcurrent ;  
approximately 4 m i n  of data w e r e  lost. 
P r o g r a m s  w e r e  
T C P  p rogram was  reloaded and in lock at  
Approximately 5 m i n  of da t a  w e r e  lost .  
P r o g r a m  was  r e s t a r t e d  at  031408. 
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Table 6. Pioneer  VI1 prediction summary  
P r e d i c t  
No. 
7 3 x  
73Y 














































































7/1/68 to  8/1/68 
7 /1 /68  to  8 /1 /68  
8/1/68 to  9/1/68 
8 /1 /68  to  9/1/68 
9 / 2 7 / 6 8 t o  11/1/68 
9/27/68 t o  11/1/68 
lO / l /68  to  11/1/68 
10/1/68 to  11/1/68 
11/1/68 to  12/1/68 
11/1/68 to  12/1/68 
12/1/68 to  1/1/69 
12/1/68 to  1/1/69 
1/1/69 t o  2/1/69 
1/1/69 to  2/1/69 
2/1/69 t o  3/1/69 
2/1/69 to 3/1/69 
3/1/69 to  4/1/69 
3/1/69 to 4/1/69 
7/1/69 to  7/1/70 
4/1/69 to  5/1/69 
4/1/69 t o  5/1/69 
5/1/69 to  6/1/69 
5/1/69 to  6/1/69 
6/1/69 to  7/1/69 
6/1/69 to 7/1/69 
Sample 











T F r e q  = Auxiliary Osci l la tor  Frequency o r  Dr iver  Frequency a 
XMT Ref = Ground Transmitter synchronizer frequency f o r  bes t  
lock at z e r o  doppler.  
A = Channel 6 ;  B = Channel 7. 
V P  = View Period.  
M = Channel 6 special  run: N = Channel 7 Special run. 
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Table 7. Summary of operations for Pioneer  VI1 
3eriod P a s s e s  
7/68 685-715 
8/68 716-746 
9 /68  747-774 
10168 777-807 






















rota1 No. of Commands 
ZUM Total  
T racking, 













Bit r a t e ,  
bits  / s 
8, 16, 64 
8,  16, 64 
8,  16, 64 
8,  16, 64 
8,  16, 64 
16 
16 
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Fig. 2. DSN facil i ty - sys t em matrix 
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Fig. 3. View of 64-m-diam antenna 
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Fig. 4. Prof i le  of 64-m-diam antenna 







Fig. 5. Pioneers  VI - IX locations during solar  proton event of Apri l  1969 
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Fig. 7. Pioneer  IX t racking loop bandwidth t e s t  resu l t s  (May 1969) 
P I O N E E R  VII, P A S S  6 8 5 - 7 1 5  (DSS 14)  
J U L Y  1 9 6 8  
X = P E R C E N T A G E  GOOD D A T A  P E R  P A S S  
6 8  5 690 700 705  710 7 1 5  
P A S S  NUMBER 
Fig. 8. Percentage of good me t r i c  data vs pass  number (July 1968) 
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Schedu led  conf igu ra t ion  c h a n g e s  
c a u s e d  low p e r c e n t a g e  of 
u s a b l e  t r a c k i n g  d a t a .  
T r a n s m i t t e r  kicked off  c a u s i n g  
RCV t o  l o s e  lock.  B e a m  o v e r -  
l 4  I 7 0 - 6 2  I c u r r e n t  c a u s e d  p r o b l e m .  
Percentage of good me t r i c  data vs pass  number (August 1968) 
P I O N E E R  V I 1  
H R O U L H  776 
PERC'EN 7 A G I  
PASS N U M B E R  
Fig. 10. Percentage of good me t r i c  data vs pass  number (September 1968) 
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Fig. 1 1 .  Percentage of good me t r i c  data vs pass  number (October 1968) 
PASSES 808 THROUGH 868 
NOVEEBER AND DECEMBER 1968 
813 818 823 828 833 838 808 
Fig. 12.  Percentage of good me t r i c  data v s  pass  number (November and December 1968) 
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960 965 970 975 980 985 990 995 1000 1005 
PASS NUMBER 
Fig. 15. Doppler bias vs pass  number (Apri l  1969) 
960 965 970 975 980 985 990 995 lMxl 1005 
PASS NUMBER 
Fig. 16. Doppler noise vs pass  number (Apri l  1969) 















Fig. 17. Doppler bias vs pass  number (May 1969) 
Fig. 18. Doppler noise vs pass  number (May 1969) 
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UNE 1969 
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4- = AVERAGED DOPPLER 
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Fig.  20. Doppler noise vs pass  number (June 1969) 
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Fig. 21. F i t te ra te  ana lys i s  of 60-s two-way data vs pas s  number ( Ju ly  1968) 




























Fig. 22. Fitterate ana lys i s  of 1 - s  two-way data p a s s  number (July 1968) 
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Fit terate  analysis  of 6 0 - s  two-way data vs pass  number (August 1968) 
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Fig. 24, F i t t e r a t e  analysis  of 1-s two-way data vs pass  number (August 1968) 
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Fig. 26. F i t te ra te  analysis of 1 - s  two-way data vs pas s  number (September 1968) 
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Fig. 28. Fi t terate  analysis  of 1-s  two-way data  vs pass  number (October 1968) 
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Fig. 30. Receiver downlink s ignal  s t rength vs day of year  (July 1968)  
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Fig. 32. Receiver  downlink s ignal  s t rength vs p a s s  number  (September 1968) 
O C T O B E R  1968 
P E R  PASS 
777 782 787 702 
PASS N U M I 3 E R  
Fig. 3 3 .  Receiver  downlink signal s t rength vs  pass  number (October 1968) 
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Fig. 35. Receiver  downlink signal strength v s  pas s  number (Apr i l  1968) 
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MAY 1969 
DSS 14 - 
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Fig. 36. Receiver  downlink s ignal  s t rength vs p a s s  number (May 1969) 
S 1020 THROUGH 1049 
-k = AVERAGE SIGNAL STRENGTH 
1015 1020 1025 1030 1035 1040 1045 1050 1060 1065 1070 
PASS NUMBER 
Fig. 37. Receiver  downlink s ignal  s t rength vs p a s s  number (June 1969) 
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THRESHOLD FOR GOOD TELEMETRY 
1 PIOSEER VII, PASSES 685-715 (DSS 14) JULS 1968 iX = 8 BPS, I’ = 16 BPS, Z = 6 1  BPS 
j#+ ... 
193 19s 
DAY OF Y E A R  1968 
3 208 2 1 3  
Fig. 38.  P a r i t y  e r r o r  rate vs day of yea r  (July 1968)  
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Fig. 39. P a r i t y  e r r o r  r a t e  vs day of year  (August 1968) 
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Fig. 40. Pa r i ty  e r r o r  rate vs day of yea r  (September 1968) 
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Fig. 41. P a r i t y  e r r o r  r a t e  vs pass  number (October 1968) 
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Fig. 42. Par i ty  e r r o r  r a t e  vs pass number (November and December 1968) 
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Fig. 43. Pa r i ty  e r r o r  r a t e  vs pass  number (Apri l  1969) 
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Fig. 44. P a r i t y  e r r o r  rate vs p a s s  number (May 1969) 
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Fig. 45. Par i ty  e r r o r  r a t e  vs pass  number (June 1969) 
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P A S S  685-715 (DSS 14) 
JULY 1 9 6 8  
0 A C T U A L  D A T A  P O I N T S  - P R E D I C T E D  V A L U E S  
183  188  193  198 203 2 08 213  
DAY OF YEAR 1968  
Fig. 46. Auxiliary osci l la tor  frequency vs day of year  (July 1968) 
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74 1 746 
Fig. 47. Auxiliary osci l la tor  frequency vs pass  number (August 1968) 
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Fig. 48. Auxiliary osci l la tor  frequency vs pass  number (September 1968) 
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Fig. 49. Auxiliary osci l la tor  frequency vs pass  number (October 1968) 
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Fig. 51. Auxiliary osc i l la tor  frequency vs pass  number ( F e b r u a r y  1969) 
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Fig. 52. Auxiliary oscil lator frequency vs pass  number (March 1969) 
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Fig. 53. Auxiliary osci l la tor  frequency vs pass  number (Apri l  1969) 
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Fig. 55. Auxiliary osci l la tor  frequency vs pass  number (June 1969) 
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Best-lock t ransmi t te r  frequency vs  day of year  (channel 7, rece iver  2 - July 1968) 
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Fig. 58. Best-lock t ransmi t te r  frequency vs pass  number (channel 7,  receiver  2 - August 1968) 
Fig. 59- Best-lock t ransmi t te r  frequency v s  p a s s  number (channel 6,  rece iver  1 - September 1968) 

















Best-lock t ransmi t te r  f requency vs p a s s  number (channel 7,  receiver 2 - September 1968) 
_--  
/ . /  
PASS Y U L I B E R  
Fig. 61. Best-lock t ransmi t te r  frequency vs p a s s  number (channel 6, rece iver  1 - October 1968) 
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Fig. 63. Best-lock t r ansmi t t e r  frequency v s  pass  number 
(channel 6, r ece ive r  1 - November and December 1968) 
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Fig. 64.  Best-lock t r ansmi t t e r  frequency vs  pas s  number 
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Fig.  65. Best-lock t r ansmi t t e r  frequency v s  pass number (channel 6 ,  receiver  1 - February 1 9 6 9 )  
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Fig. 67. Bes t - lock  t r a n s m i t t e r  f requency  v s  pas s  number  (channel  7 ,  r e c e i v e r  2 - M a r c h  1969) 
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Fig. 68. Best-lock t r ansmi t t e r  frequency v s  p a s s  number (channel 6,  r ece ive r  1 - Apr i l  1969) 
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Fig. 69. Best-lock t r ansmi t t e r  frequency vs pass  number (channel 6 ,  r ece ive r  1 - May 1969) 
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Fig. 71. Best-lock t r ansmi t t e r  frequency v s  pas s  number (channel 7, r ece ive r  2 - June 1969) 
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